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E ndless

lines and unanswered questions - many
students have used these
terms to describe the Financial
Aid Office. According to some
students, the hassle of filling out
forms and waiting in lines to
speak to a financial aid representative is a major concern.
In March, Pat Moore,
Assistant to fonner University
President Clive Veri, took cbarge
of the Financial Aid Office as
Director, bringing modernization
ofthe office with her.
The changes are partly the
result of a computer crash last
year, in which records were lost,
: ¥.

Regents(OBR), washeldat3:3Q
on the Alumni Green. Filipic's
address was titled "DevelopinJ
the Talents of Ohio's People~
...
The Role of Shawnee State.
University."
Filipic leads the OBR capital
and operating budge_t develop-.
ment process ~nd leads and
oversees related consultation
processes. He also oversees
disbursement of appropriated
funds, the development of OB~
Higher Education Informatibn
System, and statewide studen~
financial aid programs. His other
duties include providing analysis
of major policy issues, oversee~
ing internal administration of
agency, and representing the
chancellor on the Ohio tuitio~
Trust Authority and the Higher
Education Facilities Commission.

-

Area students experience history

O

n Friday, October 9,
1998, several thousand regional students
from several grade levels had the
opportunity to visit a Civii War
encampment held at Shawnee
State University. Activities
included the re-creation of the
story ofJoshua Dunbar, a former
slave; a question and answer
session with soldiers; artillery
and infantry demonstrations;
living history presentations by
Governor Dennison and President Lincoln; demonstrations by
an authentic six-horse artillery
team; and Portsmouth During
the Civil War, a presentation by
Shawnee ·State University
students, including music of the
era and dramatic readings of the
lives ofPortsmouth citizens from
1861-1865.
These activities were part of
a larger event, the 1998 Ohio
Forum. The Ohio Forum is an
annual event sponsored by the
Ohio Humanities Council. The
forum features a nationally
renowned humanities scholar and
is held in a different city each

year. Now in its eighth year,
previous host cities have included
Cleveland, Col.ut$us, Cincinnati,
Toledo, Canton, Dayton, and
Akron.
This year's theme is "Thunder
in the Ohio Valley: Portsmouth
and the Civil War." Program
partners for the 1998, Forum
include Shawnee State University, the Southern Ohio Museum
and Cultural Center, and the City
of Portsmouth.
Shelby Foote was the keynote speaker at a lecture given
Friday, October 9 at the Vern
Riffe Center for the Arts. Foote
is an acclaimed Civil War novelist and historian, and spoke about
"The Novelist as Historian."
Activites continued all
weekend around Portsmouth,
including a Civil War parade,
demonstrations of artillery and
infantry units, medical demonstrations, blacksmith demonstrations,
storytelling, and a Civil War Ball,
complete with Civil War band,
reenactors in uniform, and their
ladies in gowns.

Photos by Robyn Lemaster

Shawnee State Financial Aid Office
gets ~odernized
Catherine Deaterla
UC I .Reporter

n Friday October 9,
Shawnee State celebrated Founders'
Day, a day on which the campus
reflects on those who have made
and continue to make the
university what it is today.
This is the third Founders'
Day at SSU. The first was
held to commemorate the
institution's tenth anniversary as
a university. This year the focus
was placed on scholarship
· benefactors and recipients.
The Scholars' Reception,
honoring the 1998 scholarship
winners, their families, and their
benefactors, was held at 2:30
PM on the Alumni Green Patio.
The Founders' Day convocation, with keynote speaker Dr.
Matthew V. Filipic, senior vice
chancellor, Ohio Board of

but also, Moore stated, "The
office needed a new image."
A new telephone system has
been installed, designed to take
on more calls and allow students
to speak to financial aid representatives more easily. Appointments are no longer necessary
because the office now tries to
handle students' problems on the
spot These changes have had a
positive affect on some of the
students foremost concernswaiting time and unanswered
questions.
You just wanted to ask one
question and forgot that it was
Wednesday-darn loan entrance
interviews! Those lines have
suddenly disapeared because

Fall. Bear Run Draws
Over 500 Participants .

T he

now interviews are taken care of if surveys are stacked at the front
Fourth Annual Shaw
individually upon completion of desk, waiting to be filled out.
nee State University Fall
processing loan papers. Of
Moore said that another
Bear Run/Walk 5K Road
interest to out-of-town students, important goal o( the office is to Race drew over 500 participants
the financial aid office has a make students ~ware that more to the Tuesday evening event.
website where interviews can be money can be awarded for - However, about 40 minutes into
the race, Mother Nature decided
handled online.
special circumstances.
Students working at the front
It was stressed by Moon; that to decrease the number of
desk are trained and experienced · the Financial Aid Office wants to finishers with a heavy shower. Dr.
in financial aid processes to do all it can to help students get Lany Mangus, Vice-President for
better help answer our questions. their money, and become famil- Student Affairs and director of the
The main goal of modernizing iar with other options. However, event said the rain did not affect
the financial aid office is personal the office can only do so much. most ofthe runners but those who
attention. Moore elaborated by Remember that the responsibil- walked became soaked.
"Still, all seemed to have a
saying, "We want to offer more ity also lies within each student.
good
time, although some of the
one-on-one attention to the The office is there to help whenstudents and accomodate them ever possible, but we have to ac- panicipttnt.s decided to call it an
better." The office is also inter- cept help and take the initiative. evening and did not finish. Over
ested in what complaints students
may have, so don't be surprised

500 persons registered for the
event and 391 finished, making iJ
the second largest Bear Run ever
If the rain had held, the record ol
418 finishers would have bee11
.,
swpassed," Mangus said.
The defending men'schampioi;t1
Brian Putnam of Chillicothe, ha~
the top time of 15:33,just 18 sec.~
onds off his c;ourse record. T~
women's champion was Nini
DiTraglia with a time of 20:291
only 11_seconds off the course
record.
Mark all calendars now for the
4th Annual Spring Bear RuJV
Walk scheduled for May 4, 1~:
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Sorry to see you go

"Grandpa Moore"
UC Investigative Reporter

It was nice to return to
Shawnee this fall to all of the
fimiliar faces that we had missed
over the summer. These are the
fuces that process our finanical
aid, our schedules, and even take
oormoney: Many of us take these
b for granted. Until they leave
df least. Then we can only gripe
about how the new face isn't the
Sfillle. They may do just as good
ci'-job, or not. But's it's not that
oomfortable smile serving us that
we have grown so acustomed to.
This very thing has happened to
ri\any ofus this fall.
0 We returned to find a lot of
changes, with the new
perking lots, the new book store,
dbd even new pool tables in the
game room. We still had many of
tile faces that make this Shawnee.
mit then, about the end ofthe first
dr second week we began to miss
c:tne of the most familiar faces on
c'ampus. What may have been the
cihe face we could always depend
on! for
a smile wasn't smiling at us
.,
my more as we payed for our
breakfast, lunch, or dinner. Ellie

..

new

If

in a lot of different ways. I think it
would be interesting to hear some
of the ways she impacted your
lives. So I propose that all of you
Shawnee people out there,
students, faculty, staff, you know
who you are, send me your
stories about Ellie (no fiction
please) and I'll see if I can get
some of them printed in the next
issue of "The Chronicle." Any interes.ting, touching, funny, or
otherwise printable story will do.
Just send your story to The
Chronicle Office, in care of
Grandpa Moore. I know that
some of you have some pictures
of Ellie. I would also like to print
a few of them in the next issue if
you could see it in your heart to
Joan them to The Chronicle. I
can't pull this off without the help
of the populus at large. So please
help! What did that young man
say in the last issue, "Interaction
is better than action anyday !" So
get involved with your school.
Get on a committee, run for
student government, play
intramural sports, do anything.just
get involved. "Stay tuned to this
periodical for more stories about
'life at Shawnee' and watch for
special editions fro~ Grandpa
Moore.

was gone. Where oh where has was time for her to go.
my Ellie gone? Then the rumors
What do we do now? Espestarted flying: "Ellie came in cially those of us who became
Drunk and told them all to get dependant on her under-dramatic
F. .ed! ". Or "Ellie came in drunk way of making you realize that it's
and got fired!" Or my personal not near as bad as it could be.
favorite "Ellie won the lottery and Well, we withdraw! We cry. We
moved to California." It seemed spend half of the day sick,
as though the campus gossipers wondering where she is, if she'll
couldn't get their stories straight. be alright, but more importantly,
So being the consumate career will we be alright? How will we
student that I am, well versed in be alright when Ellie isn't here to
research, not to mention an inves- tell us just what we need to hear?
tigative reporter for one ofthe top (Of course in my case that was
10 newspapers at Shawnee always "straighten up and fly
State, I thought I had to get to right.") And worst of all, what
the bottom of this elusive story.
about those eight or nine hundred
After much digging, scratch- Freshmen that never had the
ing, and sniffing......and I did have privilege to have Ellie tell them
to ask one person. I
"Go ahead. ru pay the
finally got the real
two cents." The antruth, or just the latest
swer to that one is,
rumor, I can't be sure.
probably the same
Nevertheless, the
thing they did bescoop is that Ellfe was
fore, whatever that'
apparently having
was. But for me life
MY
will never be the
some
undefined
same! Ellie had been
personallity conflict
TWO
here since before I
with some of the new
CENTS
was, and I've been
management with
here forever. (Neither
Aramark. And she
just decided that she had been one of us beat Ray Irwin here
there long enough to know that it though!)
Ellie touched many ofour lives

Ph - Ch - Chang~s

"!Jew look,' new columns for the University Chronicle

..

r There is an old saying which it was time for a change.

f

u have surely heard, "ifit ain't
~rpke. don't fix it." Altllwgll Wit,
6 ve recieved ~:fol· of positive
dcvnment ·~AW-!~~l90~pfthei,
~ hronide this year, we decided
I

'The most obvious change is the
ne:w look of the front page. After
getting some comments from cerJ&in people thar the foont page
needed ''jazzing up", we decided

The Shawnee State Computer
Society and SGA will both have
columns in the near future. On the
sports page, there will be a player
prqflle of a Shawn~ student-athlete in eash issue.
We hope you like the n'ew'
look ofthe University Chronicle.

to give it a more "modem" look.
We have also made, and will
continµe to make, changes as the
year goes on.
Th~re will also be several new
columns in the issues to come.

Letters to the E ditor
fleur Editor,
Th;_s js to inform students of a problem at Shawnee State that
many are probably unaware of. Awareness before this problem
occurs.is crucial, as I found out the hard way. I, as many students,
have several 6:00-10:00 PM classes so as to spend time with my
children and hold down a job. One evening last week, my baby ( 1
year old) got very very ill. He went into convulsions from a very high
fever at around 7:00 PM. My babysitter had misplaced the sc~edule
of classes that I had given her, so she started calling offices on
campus. As you can i91agine, she got ahold of nearly no one.
She did manage to finally get in touch with someone at the
Leaming Center, who informed her that they did not have access to
my schedule.Not one person on campus could find out what class I
was in,to get me out!
Th<Ulkfully, my son was okay until I got home at 10:0(f Everyone
may not be-so lucky. If he had been in a true emergency, I would
have been Sitting in class unaware until it was way too late. Please,
make sure that everyone knows what classroom you are in until Shawnee State devises a plan to locate students in case of an emergency.
Who knows how long that could take!
This problem could also be avoided if Shawnee State we~e to
deliver.on that child care service that they have been promising for
years.
C.L
A Concerned Student

•

•

•

•

•

•

Editor's note. ..

•

•

•

To submit Letters To the Editor or articles, please e-mail text to
RLJLEMASTER or leave at our office in the Facilities Building.
Remember; letters printed in the Chronicle are printed exactly as
we get them. Please make sure you check f or legibility and spelling and grammatical errors before sending. Thank you.
•

•

•

•

•

Dear Editor:
Just a thought: does Student Activites believe that students only
need things to do on weeknights? Every so often, we get a Friday
night activity, but that's the exception, not the rule.
Dave, Jet's face it, most students spend most of their time "out" on
weekends. Why not provide a few good weekend (especially Saturday night) activities for those of us who prefer not to hang out
at the local bar? Some of us are too young to hang out at the local
bar, and would jump for an opportunity to do something around campus. However, walking through campus on a Saturday is
like ~alking through a morgue. IT'S DEAD!!
Please, please, I beg you, Student Activities, please give us some.thing to do on the weekends!! We're going nuts here!!
Peggy

Policy Goodness: The University Chronicle is the official student-run newspaper of Shawnee State University. You
can't lose when you choose to use the news and views of the students. So that's what we do. Views expressed within these
pages could be, but then again, may not be the views of the Chroniclestaff or the advis_or. Names may be withheld upon
request. While we're happy to print letters and news releases we receive, we reseive the right not to print them, so there! .
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Shawnee State University
Red Ribbon Campaign
October 20-22
University Center
Micklethwaite Lounge
10AMto3PM
Please stop by and pick up a
Red Ribbon
in support of a drug-free
lifestyle ,
Keynote Address by Milton
Creagh
Rhodes Center October 20
from Noon to 1 :30 PM

Other activities include:
Information on Drugs,
Alcohol:, and Tobacco
• Crossword Puzzles
• Substance Abuse Surveys
• Drug and Alcohol Checklist

...,

.,

Free Shawnee State
Sweatshirt G i vaway

Sponsored by Shawnee State
University Drug Education
Committe
Coming Soon!
Bear Care Health Fair
October 26:, 1998
9AMto 3 PM
UC:, Micklethwaite Lounge
More Details -To Come

University Center - First floor by Information Desk;
stand also located in Internet Cafe
Library - Just past the entrance
Massie Hall - Lobby in front of Student Success Center
Commons - In front of President's office
Advanced Technology Center - In front of main entrance
Kricker Hall - First floor, before the faculty offices
Health Sciences - Second floor, by vending machines
Center for the Arts - Inside double doors, east entrance
Office .AJ:inex - Bottom floor, outside Chronicle office
Athletic Center - First floor, by vending machines;
stand also located adjacent to Natatorium

Off Campus

Shane's Sports Cards
Ron's Hot Dogs
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rSilhouette Corner

We' re back! The Silhouette Corner is gearing up for another year, and we would like to publish your writing. Also keep in
mind the upcoming November 13 deadline for submitting your art, photography, poetry, and fiction to the fall/winter issue of the .
Silhouette. We would really like to EXPAND the types of artwork we publish in the Silhouette, so ceramists, sculptors, weav~
ers,-tattoo artists take note and contact us to have your work photographed. We publish in color and have a circulation of
2,000, so the Silhouette is a great way to enrich the cultural life of Scioto County w.hile building your resume. To have work
photographed, call 355-2689 and leave a message. To submit written work or photography, bring it up to the Arts & Humani~
tie~ Department on the 4th floor of Massie hall. Give it to Kate, leave it with Elsie, or drop it in one of the submission boxes
placed around campus.

Who s To Blame
1

by Leanne Kinker

She could see his eyes
searching and peering through the
window from outside. Those
once beautiful eyes were now
blcxxlredandwildlooking. They
reminded her of a rabid animal.
But it wasn't a rabid animal; it
was her son.
Ruth had been watching
another natural catastrophe
taking place on the news when
she heard the doorknob jiggling
back and forth. She knew it was
him trying to sneak quietly into
her home using his old, and now
useless,setofkeys. The keys had
become useless two months
before when he disappeared with
more treasures. The treasures
he stble from her, she thought
resentfully.
That's when Ruth decided she
had fmally had enough. He wasn't
coming to her house for shelter
anymore and then showing his
gratitude by stealing from his own
mother. He could go to hell, and
she was dying to scream those
words at him now.
He finally gave up on using the
keys or maybe even tryj.ng to pick
the lock. He started looking in
the win~ow again. With the white
ruffled curtains blocking most of
herview,Ruthcouldonly see one
red, glowing eye trying to search
her out. Ruth just sat quietly in
her polyester pink chair and
~egan to wati!tt.h~ !1~~
~he was determined to keep him
blocked out of her mind just as
she had be.e n since the last time
she saw him.
Ruth felt her body ease itself
froin tension and knew he was
gone from the window. She pulled
the lever out on her chair so the

footrestcouldrelaxhertiredlegs
and feet. Ruth wondered if he
wouldsetoffthealarm. Theway
that man who installed it talked,
it should have already been
screaming its damn ringer off. But
it wasn'.t. so maybe he had given
up·and left.
Her heart stopped though
when she thought she heard
footsteps inside. Ruth couldn't
place where, but they seemed to
echo either through the house or
in her own imagination.
"You forgot to set your alarm."
he said softly and with no
emotion.
Ruth just sat very still, too
shocked to move. She hadn't
plannedonhavingtotalktohim,
especially after he just found out
that she had tried to barricade him
out.
"How did you get in?"
"Oh, through the garage, no
thanks to you." He walked
around the dark, mahogany
coffee table and plopped down
on the couch perpendicular to her
chair.
Ruth pretended not to hear him
and feigned indifference while
keeping her eye on the news. She
began praying to herself in the
hopes he would just float away
like a dream; but he didn't and
never would.
Sighing and feeling as if her
streng~l! ~<!'f~C!l~d from her I
along with her breath, she turned 1
her head and looked at her son.
He was now engrossed or
hypnotized by the news, so she
could examine him freely. He had
lostsomeweight. Ruthcouldfeel
some emotions churning in her
stomach at the sight ofhis sunken,

baggy eyes. They were so blcxxlshot she wondered if it was a
combination ofhis self-abuse and
high blcxxl pressure. Ruth could
not~ the blue irises,just red and
black.
Those emotions that were
churning had finally quit rolling
around in Ruth's stomach, and
she could finally recognize the
strongest one. Anger. Once the
anger began to consume her, so
did her strength. When the son
finally turned from the TV and
looked at his mother, the redness
of his eyes seemed to reflect in
hers.
"How long is this going to
continue?" Ruth finally asked.
Her teeth were clenched tightly to
prevent her from screaming, and
her eyes and fists were closed as
well.
"I don't know what you're
talking about. Oh, no wait. Is this
about those things I borrowed the
last time I was here? I'll bring
them back, don't worry. I just
need to borrow some money off
of you to get the camera and jewehy out ofthe pawnshop. I'm glad
you mentioned that because I
would say that its coming close
to time to either pay my loan off,
or they'll resale them."
"That's not what I was talking
about, but since I know what
yo~'ve done with my things, I will
go
get tnem o~t. i:ny~elf."
E.~<;h of Ruw,'s }¥9r~ beca,me
st:iarper and louder as she
coritinu,ed on her rampage. "I am
sic)cofthis. I'msickofyou! You
could have done anything with
y~ life. You were so smart; and
gcxxl looking."
"Yeah well, I think me being

and

f

burned took care of the looks,
and the drugs took care of the
brain, so now I have nothing.
Except for you of course." He
stood up and started to pace
slowly, but stopped and faced her.
"I know you think this is all my
fault, but its not. lean 't help it. I
hate who and what I am, but I
can't stop. I hate the drugs, but I
love it more."
Tilting his head back and
looking as if he were shooting up
his love potion just by thinking
about it, he added, " I love it
because it makes me drift and
float slowly, physically and
mentally. 0 His voice almost
becomes a whisper, "Nothing can
reach me too quickly and hard,
so by the time anything can get to
me, it's not as strong. And then I
don't have to feel it. I hate to feel
pain, so I love it. I have to."
Sucking in her breath, Ruth
pulled him out of his trance by
rising up and yelling, "So, it's my
fault that you' re a worthless
fucking drug addict! It's my fault
that you are addicted to anything
that seems to float past your nose?
Maybe I should have seeked
some help for you, but I didn't.
This isn't my damn fault."
Ruth kicked the footstool in,
stood up, and walked over to her
son. "You're still good looking.
The scars are practically invisible
on your face. If you would just
stop, convincipg yourse~f that
everybody owes you and you
have an excuse to behave the way
you do, then you might have a
chance. You are a grown man
now, and I'm ashamed."
He sat back down on the
couch and she stooped over him.

"There has to come a time
when a mother has to stop
blaming herselffor all the mistakes
that she made raising her child and
start blaming that child instead.
This is no longer my fault. I feel
no shame or guilt for myself any
longer. I only feel it for you. I'm
ashamed of you alone." She
peered into his eyes and saw no
real emotion coming from them.
She turned around and walked
with small steps over toward the
stairs. Once she went up a few
steps, she turned to her right and
looked down at him, one last time.
He was sitting there staring at the
news again with his blank face.
She could only say, "Why don't
you just end this?"
Ruth slept restlessly through
the night and awoke earlier than
usual. She dressed languidly with
a heaviness of pain and despair
for her son. Gripping the banner
tightly, Ruth walked down the
stairs. What would she find once
she reached the last step?
A part of her hoped to find her
son gone and nothing taken, yet
another part of her hoped to find
him sleeping on the couch or
whistling while he fixed his breakfast like he used to.
The couch didn't look as if it
had been slept on, and Ruth went

and turned on the coffee make~,
Just the aroma ofcoffee brewing,
always gave Ruth a breath,
of strength. Ruth tried to pull.
herself out of the fogginess of.
sleep. Something smelled. She
walked to the garbage, but found,
nothing that could give off an,
odor. Ruth began walking through,
the different rooms of the house,
trying to find where the smell wa&_
the strongest. The last room Ruth
reached was the bathroom. She.
threw the 'door open."How in
god's name did this happen," Ruth.
spoke aloud, still in a trance-like
state. The mess confused her, and
it was all over the bathroom floor.
The white tile was~overed with,
a dark-brown liquid, She couldn•t.
remember having.anything her son
could have spilled that would
cause such a mess. Ruth stepl)C9,
out of the bathroom and grabbeg.
a bucket out of the hall closet and
headed for the tub. Cursing her
son, who had obviously been the
culprit of the disaster, Ruth pulled.
back the ruffled curtain.
She dropped to her knees in
sorrow and sobbed at the sigh!
of her son. Leaning against t~
bathtub with her arms crossed,
Ruth remained on the floor for~;
very long time and sobbed, ,il
didn't mean it. I dido' t mean it.0

.511,ppfeton (jafkry
Octo6er 5 tlirougli 0Gto6er 17
9:00 .54!M to 6:00 PM - CfosetfSwufays
<£:q,erience tfie Civi{'War tft.rougfi tfie art 'tl,u{artifat.ts of'Dr. £a
Mangus. 'Iii.is fargefy "paper' ~i6it features Civil 'War prints 6
retWWn£a military artist Mort '.J(unstfer as we[[ as of.tier Gtftograp
and prints refatea to t/r.is period in our nation's Iii.story. ,.Afso o
~i6it are tfie 6attfe ffags from tfie 88th and 56t/r. Oliio '-'<f.gimen
om tfie f.4ajutant (jenera{ of tfie Oliio ~ational fjuara ana a !RI
cruiti 'Eroaa.sitfe om tfie State o Oliio :Historica[Socie .

INSTANT CREDIT

Guaranteed Credit Cards with Credit Limits
S~ae
Up To $10,000 Within Days!
No CREDIT, No JoB, No PARENT S1a·N ER, No SECURITY

-

.I

j

DEPOSIT!

no credit • bad credit • no income?
If You Thinl< You
Can't Get A Credit
Card, Thinl< Again.

0

m

,

0

m

Want VISA & MasterCard Credit Cards?

~-----------------~------------------------------------~-,

I
I
I

-

-

ORDER FORM

I
I
I
I
I want Credit Cards immediately. GUARANTEED APPROVAL
I
I
.
CRA, PO Box 16662, ATLANTA, GA 30321
I.
Nan1c .............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. I
Address ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ I
I
City......................................... ., ............................................................................ Stare ................................................. Zip...... :.............................................. .
I
Signature..................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... . I
I
I
I
I
I

YES!
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-

Tired of Bein Turned Down?

'
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"" In this issue and following issues of the paper, SGA will spotlight two members of the executive board.
... This issue's two mem~rs will be Chris Murphy and Tandy Ault.
Chris Murphy is the treasurer of
- Student Government Association. He is 22 years old and is
. majoring in Natural Science
Elementary Education. He hopes
to teach 7th or 8th grade science.
, Chris is originally from Sault Ste.
, Marie, Michigan, but now resides
in Wheelersburg with his family.
- This is his second year on
Student Government and he is
l also involved in Tau Kappa
Epilson. Chris is pleased with the
education that he is getting and
has really enjoyed his time here
, at S.S.U. He has great ideas
- for Student Government and
, would like to see more student
t involvement in the decision
making progress. Chris also
enjoys hearing students opinions
: and talces their concerns and
, values seriously. If you have a
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question or wish to spealc to
Chris, his office hours are 12:002:00 on Tuesdays and Thurs~ys.
Tandy Ault is the Public
Relatio~s Coordinator of SGA.
She is 20 years old and is
· cwrently finishing up a paralegal
program here at Shawnee State.
Tandy would like to see more
student involvement here on
campus and for different organizations to work together. She is
also on the Student Programming
Board, Cross Country Team, a
member of Piketon Volunteer
Squad 4, and Piketon Police
Department. She hopes to one
day have a Bachelor's degree in
Criminal Justice and may attend
Law School. Tandy's office hours
are Tuesdays and Thursdays
from 2:00-4:00. If you have any

questions, stop by and she will
be glad to answer them.
Three new Congress mei:nbers
were selected at the SGA
meeting, Wednesday September
30th. The new members are
Mike Fador, Mike Bates, and
Kirby Hamilton. SGA also has a
new Vice President, Matt
Murphy. They are pleased with
the choices and are sure that the
new members will enhance not
only the roles that they have filled,
but SGA as a whole. Remember
the Student Government meetings
are every Wednesday from 5:306:30 in the Shelby room located
in the Clark Memorial Library.
These meetings are open to the
public and SGA encourages
everyone to stop in and voice
their concerns.

by Tom Charles
Multiple-choice quiz time!
When you see the word
"resume", what thought flashes
through your mind?
(a) a gizmo on your car's cruise
control lever
(b) re-starting a task you previously put on hold
(c) a document to 1?e used during your job search
(d) all of the above
Well, for most students, writing a resume is generally the first
hurdle in.the job search process.
You will be pleased to learn that
the Office of Career and
Placement Services can help you
clear that hurdle. Permit me to
share some suggestions regard-
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computer whiz! In addition, your
resume may then be loaded into
our centralized database, This
feature makes it easy for the office to forward your resume to
potential employers.
A resume writing workshop
will describe the Resume Expert
system in greater detail. But, if
you want to get started right away,
Resume Expert disks are available in the Bookstore for $19.08
each. You will be pleased with·
the appearance of your resume
and appreciate the efficiency of
the resume referral service.
Please call the Office of
Career and Placement Services,
(740)355-2213, to reserve your
spot in the next resume writing
workshop.

ing how you might approach the
resume writing task.
First, I would recommend that
you attend a one hour resume
writing workshop. The workshop will describe each of the
items g~nerally included on a
resume , and will provide
suggesions regarding how to best
present your education, skills,
and experience to potential
employers.
Second, I strongly recommend that you take advantage of
a special resume referral service .
available through the Office of
Career and Placement Services.
This specialized system, referred
to as Resume Expert, makes it
easy to construct an attractive
resume, even if you are not a

.
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LOANS

MOST ITEMS
OF VALUE

• WATCHES
• JEWELRY
• PISTOLS-

GUNS
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• RADIOS '
• STEREOS

• MUSICAL

NOGIMMICKS
E XTM INCO ME NO W!
-E NVELOPE STUFFIN G
$600 - $800 every week

Free D etails: SASE to
lnterna(ional Inc.
1375 Coney Island Ave.
Brooklyn, New York 11230
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INSTRUMENTS
• TYPEWRITERS
OPEN 6 DAYS A WEEK
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STATE LICENSED
PAWNBROKER

B&BLOAN

I353-4250 I
837 GALLIA- PRTSMTM~ OH

Oct. 12 Movie Night · "City of Angels" 7 p.m.
.
Micklethwaite .Banquet Hall
Oct. 14 Line Dancing 8 p.m. University Center
Oct. 16 Cinema Night Starts at Midnight
Wheelersburg Cinema

--------UIIIFERSITYCHROIIICLE-------~
Clubs · and Orgs
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rganizations
JJJ_E_Ej_h})Jjif
Club/Oe2anization

HEALS

Massie 436
. 6:30 pm
Noon
Founders' Room (UC)
10:00 pm
ATC 110
Kricker 210
5:00 pm
10 am & 5 pm Massie 235
7:00pm
Founders' Room(UC)
9:00 pm
University Center
6:00 pm
University Center
4:30 pni
Kricker 120
5:00 pm
Kricker 120
Founders' Room
4:30 pm
Noon
Allied Health 240
10:00 pm
Massie 031 or 032
Noon
Massie 3rd floor
9:45 pm
Micklethwaite Banquet Hall (UC)
6:00 pm
Commons 030
Massie 436
2:00 pm
Noon
Allied Health 220
9:00pm

CIPA
speaker that evening will be Tom
Childs, spokesperson for ACHE
from Holzer Medical Center
located in Galipolis, OH. He will
speak on how ACHE plays a role
in our choice of profession and
studies.
To accomodate your school,
work, and personal schedule,
HEALS will hold a. second
meeting on Wednesday October
21. from5:00to 6:00 PM in room
150 of Kricker Hall. Come to one
or both meetings.

,English Guild
On Saturday, September setting. Thepicnicwasheldatthe
26th, the English Guild sponsored home of Dr. Harris-Fain and
the first ever "Picnic with the family. The picnic allowed the
Pr?fs." The picnic served as a students and professors to conmeans of allowing those inter- verse more on a personal level
ested in joining the organization rather than a professional one.
to meet face-to•face with
The students listened to
existing members and professors conversation between the
from the Arts and Humanities
·. professors hoping to gain insight
Department in a non•academic into the interactions between the

1:,.E.A.D., the Student
Activites sponsored program to
encourage the development of
leadership skills begins its second
consecutive year of at SSU this

Location

Date{s)

Mon. and Thur. (semi-weekly)
Friday (bi-weekly)
Tuesday (weekly)
Thursday (weekly)
Tuesday Nov. 10
APPLE
Monday (weekly)
Baptist Collegiate Ministries
Monday (weekly)
Delta Sigma Phi
Thursday (weekly)
Delta Sigma Tau
Tuesday Oct. 20
HEAI.S
Wednesday Oct. 21
Thursday (weekly)
Innermission
Wednesday Nov. 4
Med Lab Club
Tuesday (weekly)
Omega Pi Mu
Friday Nov.13
Pre-Med Club
Tuesday (bi-weekly)
Residence Life Council
Shawnee State Computer Society Friday (weekly)
Monday Oct. 12
SUMS
. Thursday Oct. 15
SRTO2
Sunday (weekly)
Tau Kappa Epsilon

l

L.E.A.D.

If your club or organization would like to list your meeting date.
time, and place in the next issue, e-mail ts lchalfan or rll lemaster
by October 19.

Academic Competition Club
AHANA
Alpha Sigma Phi
Alpha Phi Omega

Come see what reasonably
priced goodies we'll have to
offer at the Health Executives and
Administrators 1.eaming Society's
bake sale, held Tuesday, October 13tftfrom 11:00AMto 1:00
PM OI) the first floor of the
Univeraity Center. Students interested in joining the HEALS
organization may also pick up a
membership application at that
time, or at our meeting which will
' be held on Tuesday October 20,
from 4:30 to 6:00 PM in Kricker
Hall, room 120. Our guest

To feature infor"!ation about your club or organization here i
future issues, please call extension 2278 or ema
RLJ LEMASTER.

The Center for International
Programs and Activities, (CIPA)
would like to announce that
applications for Study Abroad
during the Spring Term 1998-99
atJaume I University in Spain are
being accepted.
This program is a result of the
exchange agreement between our
respective universitites which will
involve 4 SS U students going to
Spain and 4 Spanish students
attending SSU this academic
year. Applications are available

disciplines that fall under the
heading ofHumanities. Some of
the children in attendance
engaged in a game offootball in
the back yard. Dr. Palguta and
her husband, Ken, accompanied
the children in their game ofcatch.
The picnic provided engaging
conversation, good food, and a
nice time for those who were
present. The picnic was simply a
nice way for some ofthe students

month.
LE.AD., which is an acronym
for Leadership Encouraging
Advancement and Direction, is
picking up where the fun Spring
leadership retreat ends, by offering many opportunities for
students to learn.or improve skills.
L.E.A.D. is designed to be
entertaining as well as informative. Interactive sessions will
be conducted by campus and
community leaders. the new
program will help students gain
valuable personal and professional skills in the areas of interpersonal relations, organiµtional
management, oral and written
communication, financial management, decision-making,
problem solvin~ planning and
organization, cultural sensitivity,
and effective citizenship. It will
also assist in developing a good
at the following locations:
personal and professional_
Social Science Department
balance in a student's life.
Department Arts:...an'd,,:
' ;~'.r.~''.
Emerging leaders, those with
,
' J" w
Huniani~ : '·.· little or no leadership experience.
CIPA Office
·:s~lj•
.;
w.»LjQin in.activities that include.
W' ,·
~. .t .· some vci:y funtiamental.ie'ader-'
Further informaµo~~ , ·, srutlsl.ins.
obtained by c~lli.ng ;~bl C.,i
Advanced leaders, those with
office at 355-2!~ Our off~ a moderate degree of experiis located :in Ro@.tif l ~O of
ence, will cover a wide array of
Commons Annex: Massie.Hali. topics. According to Randy
Completed applications are due Wannan, Coordinator of Student
in the CIPA office by 5:00 PM Activities and Leadership Develon Monday, November 2, 199$. opment, "Advanced leaders will
organize a portion of the annual
Spring leaderhip retreat. Also,

or

'

.

''"' ~ll;..

}fJ

and professors to learn a linJe
more about each other outside df
the classroom; one of the many
benefits ofa smailer uru.versity.' .
For those intere,sted in
becoming a m~mber of the
English Guild, please contact

--

0E
6

advancedleaderswillbecome
leader for a day when the·
occupy the offices held by are
leaders in business and gove
ment in the Spring Quarter."
L.E.A.D. participants w~
become directly involved wit
the Co-curricular Transcrig
Program, a method of keepin
record of a student's involveme
while attending SSU. Co
curricul~ involvement is th
combination of college-relate
activities beyond the classroo
and the benefits associated wit
those experiences. In essence, the
co-curricular transcript become,
an activities resume, which ma)
be submitted to potentia
employers.
This year a new scheduling
plan for L.E.A.D. sessions is
being implemented in order to
facilitate maximum attendance
by students. Instead of having
. several sessions during a quarter, which often resulted in
conflicts for students, this year
sessions for the quarter will
held on one day and adjacent to
each other. Plans are to hold
sessions on Friday when many
students do not have class. Each
~-:M~MRi fot""fffty
nfiallfe~:md\lratiMr""
'~ i:ions
·· . .A.D. are
available in the Office of Student
Activities and should be returned
by October 20, 1998. Appli·
cants will be notified of their
individual sessions.
The L.E.AD. program is open
to every Shawnee State student
and will accept new applicants
. throughout the academic year.
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C laire Marie Kegley at . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .
cm lkegley@shaw9~~,.edu
Jennifer L. Moore
or Dr. Darren Harris-Faij{_
at
,,,
dharris_fain@shawnee.edu foe
further information.
English
'
Guild is an organization dedicated
"Gift Baskets For All Occasions"
to the promotion of "all things
'We specialize in $,pmana 'Bas~ts
English" and is open to all major,;.

~-yOtU'!f/

(740) 354-1220
1755 Poplar Street
l'ortsmouth, OH 45662

1250 Fundraiser

Credit Card Fundraiser for student
organizations. You've seen other
groups doing it, now it's your turn.
NO gimmicks, NO tricks, NO obligation.
Call for tnformatlon today.
1-800-932-0528

GOOD

FREE CD HOLDERS
T-SHIRTS·
PREPAID PHONE CARDS ·

processing mall for
national company! Free
supplies, postage! No selllngl Bonuses! Start Immediately! Genuine opportu-.
nltyl
Please rush Long Self-

EARN $1000 PART-TIME
ON CAMPUS
JUST CALL

Adf:iressed Stamped Enve-

··-'.t·'

65

www.ocmconcepts.com

WEEKLY
INCOME

lope to .

X

t'~

. MPC, SUITE 381 '! . '.cf
2045 Mt. Zion R4.1· ••
MORROW, GA 3026Q •

I,

1-800-932-0528. -x
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Volleyball team picks up first
conference win
pleased with our intensity - we
played with emotion throughout
b r: up its first conference win of the the match." Marnie Brisker led
lf;, season by. defeating Urbana · the Bears with 9 kills, 2 aces~ 3
:11:.i University on September 29, by digs, 2 solo blocks, and 2 block
a'r, the scores of 15-13, 15-5, and assists. Kelly Stosik had 14
1
· " 16-14.
assists.
ll•· Coach Steve Rader said after
The SSU Volleyball team
dropped two matches the
I the game, "I'm very happy with
b•• the win. We had set some goals following Saturday afternoon at
c; .. fortheevening, things we wanted Denison University. The Bears
tt to better on the court. We made were defeated by Denison 1510. most of our goals, and came real 12, 15-8, and 15-9.
11
Kristy Graham led the team
~ close on the others. I was very

The Shawnee State University
:>~ Women's Volleyball team picked

1,..-

with 10 kills, 8 digs, and a solo
block. Nicole Bell added 5 kills,
an ace, 14 digs and 2 block
assists. Kelfy Stosik had 15
assists, while Beth Niebling
contributed 10.
The Bears were then defeated
by Washington & Jefferson 152, 15-12,and 15-13.NicoleBell
had 6 kills, 13 digs and a solo
block. Kristy Graham had 4 kills,
12 digs, 2 solo blocks and 2
block assists. Kelly Stosik and
Beth Niebling both had 7 assists.
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Cross Country
Results

The ladies volleyball team was September 12
defeated by Geneva College 15- Wittenberg Invitational
13, 9-15, 11-15_, and 12-15 at Course: flatcourse, betterracingconditionsthanpreviousmeet,
the James A. Rhodes Athletic
72 degrees, not a full women's team due to injuries
Center October 9th. Mamie Official Results:
Women
Brisker had 10 kills, 7 digs, 2 solo Men
blocks, and an assist. Nicole Bell 1. Wittenburg 32
1. Rio Grande 37
2. Earlham 49
had 10 kills and 3 solo blocks. 21Rio Grande 34
Aimee Gaines played well going 3. Earlham 77
3. Wittenburg 56
4. Dayton68
24 for 24 with 9 kills. The Bears 4. Shawnee State 97
are now 6-13 overall and 1-7
in the American Mideast Individual:
Conference.
Men
Women
41. Laura Nichols 25:43 *
9. Andrew Braga 29: 14
50. Kristy Porter 33: 11
27. Matt Murphy 32: 19
51. Tandy Ault35:49
32. Isaac Nichols 35: 11
33. Matt Motavon 35: 12
34. Clay Charles 35: 13
35. Eddie Friend 35: 16
Scott Isaac off a steal by Sammi 37. Jeff Sinniger 39:37
Channa. St. Vincent answered
with a goal by Eric Ummer in the September 19
30th mnute. Six mil)utes later Wilmington College Invitational
Scott Isaac redirected a header Cou~e:Hot, Sunny, 85 degrees, semi~flat
·
from Scott Dearing into goal for Official Results:
a 2-1 lead for the Bears. The Men ·
Women
second half found the St. Vincent 1. Wilmington 21
1. Wtlmington 39
Bearcats hammering 8 of their 2. Tiffin43
2. Heidelberg 43
total shots at goalkeeper Josh 3. Franklin 60
3. Tiffin62
Svarda. Svarda rejected 5 of 6 4. Columbus State 1.18
4. Franklin 74
shots in th~ second half. The St. 5. Shawnee State 153
5. Shawnee State 155
Vincent goal came when Svarda 6. Thomas More 159
mishandled a weak shot by Bill
Hildabrand and the trickled into Individual
the goal for a 2-2 tie.
Women
Men
The first overtime period see- 26. Andrew B_raga 30:35
29. Bethany Ashworth.24:28
sawed back and forth with both 27. Matt Murphy 31 :09
30. Laura Nichols 25:25
re.ams staging strong attacks but 32. Ike Nichols 34:02
31. Liza Wells 30:55
unable to finish offtheir shots. The 33; Clay Charles 34:03
32. Sarah Preston 32:04
second overtime period found 35. Eddie Friend 36:24
33. Tandy Ault 34:24
both teams short tempered and 36. Matt Motavon 37: 13
34. Andrea Neely 37:16
the referee struggled to keep 38. Jeff Sining~r_;\8:3(i
DNI; Rachae.lHammond
control of the game. At the 113th
Ryan Callihan48:57
mnute St. Vincent's forward John
Granish received a second September 26
yellow card and was ejected Big Blue Challege, Bluefield State, WVA
from the contest. With the Course:tough, very steep hill, hot, 80+ degrees
Bearcats playing short, Shawnee Official Results:
State lauched a withering attack Men
Women
that saw two shots on goal, but 1. Glenville 33 .
1. Concord 33
no scores.
2. Alderson•Broaddus 48
2 Glenville 52

ties
one
!a Soc_9e_r_Jeam _~_rops
three,
Smothering defense was the

01

.zr theme of the September 29th

I

•

b:- game between Shawnee State's
,I:: Men's Soccer team and Ohio
, • Dominican College at Riverside
-,rr Pai-If. Tiie finai' whistle found
·~ ODC on the winning side of a
IT,, _2-0 decision. The Bears' Josh
't • Svarda delivered an outstanding
performance in goal keeping,
1<• turning away 12of 14Panther
\{': shots. Gordon Givan held ODC's
star David Flavius in check for
.40 minutes ofeach half before fatigue allowed Falvius to break
free for his two goals.
I The first half was marked by
l 1aggressive attacks by Shawnee
: · State that found the Panthers
l Jsprinting to cover the strikers.
: The second half stated out the
~ e , butbyttleMminutemark
1
the Bears·were'putting all their
I . nergy t-Mvard stopping the
Panthers' attack. "Our two best
I tefforts of the season have come
I tin losses to ODC and Thomas
t More," stated Coach Lee Lord.
t 'We played an aggressive first half
and held their offense in check
t for eighty minutes. I am proud of
tI, how we played hard for ninety

I

r.r

l
I

II
I
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l
I
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minutes and we never quit."
The men visited the Tiffm University Dragons October 6th and
lost 5-2. Blustery winds and
heavy !ain did nothing to douse
the Dragons firepower. Tiffin
scored the first 3 goals of the
contest with the aid of the strong
winds to force the atta~k. Shawnee State's first goal came in the
41st minute when Jason William
scored off an assist from Scott
Isaac. The first half ended when
the Dragons notched a fourth goal
in injury time to raise the score to
4-1. Anticipating taking advantage of the strong winds in the
second half, the Bears were surprised to fmd that the winds died
down with the passage of the
storm front. Still the Bears continued to play strong defense
holding Tiffin scoreless until the
87th minute. Shawnee Sfate rallied for a second goal off the foot
of Scott Isaac in the 88th minute
to raise the final score to 5-2.
The men fell to the visiting
Anderson University Ravens 50 at Riverside Park October 9th.
Coach Lee Lord commented,
"The team continues to play

agressively and thats good, but
we continue to make the same
mental mistakes tht kill us." Zach
Bowers scored a hat trick of goals
for the Ravens and Joe Davis
added a pair to defeat the Bears
in this non-conference match up.·
The Ravens held the Bears to two
shots on goal in the first half, but
faltered in the second allowing
the Bears to·take 7 shots at the
goalkeeper. The Bears aggressive second half play left them
vulnerable at the defensive end
and Anderson took advantage
scoring 4 of their goals in that
half.
In the first meeting of AMC
soccer foes Shawnee State and
St. Vincent the question of who
is better is still unanswered.
Following two overtime periods
the gam~ ended in a 2-2 tie. The
start of the game was delayed
one half hour because the
scheduled officiating crew failed
to show for the contest and only
one replacement referee ani ved.
Recruiting two line judges from
the stan.ds the contest began.
Shawnee State scored at the 4
minute
on a goal by forward

mark

•

Moonlight Madness AMC celebrates 50th
to kick off 1998-99 anniversary
-+-basketball s_eason

l

..

•

.• ·';J

Shawnee State's basketball
season will kick off November
10th with the annual "Moonlight
. Madness." WNXT will be on
campus all day doing_live broadcasts from the bookstore and
from the Rhodes Athletic Center
during the event This event could
be very profitable for students,
as two will be chosen to shoot
for free tuition, with two more
shooting for free books for
winter quarter. Other prizes
include the Grand Prize, a DSS
satelite system with some free
programming, valued at over
$300; a car stereo; ·and a trip to
Cincinnati. In addition, the first
100-125 people through the
doors will receive a ticket which

--l
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could win them a free T-shirt.
The event is completely free
to students; c!P!llission is free,
registering for the prizes is free,
and the scrimmages provided by
the Shawnee State Bears are.
free. Aramark will be on hand
providing free food during the
·
WNXT live broadcasts.
The event is held in the Rhodes
Athletic Center, with doors
opening at 7:30 PM. Activities
start at 8:00 PM.

The American Mideast Conference, formerly known as the
Mid-OhioConferencecelebrates
its 50th year of providing quality
athletic competition for academically qualified student-athletes.
The AMC, which is affiliate with
the National Association of Intercollegiate Athletics, believes that
collegiate athletics is an integral
part of the total educational program of each of its member
schools . The AMC features
championships in 14 sports.
Women's titles are awarded in
cross country, volleyball, basketball, softball, tennis, and track &
field. Men's championsips in included cross country, soccer,
basketball, baseball; golf, tennis,
and track & field. Shawnee State
University won the last 1998 MidOhio Conference championships

3. Concord 5J
4. Fairmont 106
5. Shawnee State ll8
6. Bluefield NS

Individual
Men
15. Andrew Braga 31 :3·1
23. Ike Nichols 35:22
24. Clay Charles 35:23
25. Matt Montavon 36:28

'in Women's Basketball and
Women's Softball. The American
Mideast Conference has embarked on a two phase expansion that will make th AMC the
largest NAIA conference. It also 31. Jeff Sininger 42:54
marks the first inclusion of teams DNF Ryan Callihan
outside the borders of Ohio. Current members include Shawnee * - ran unattached
State University, Cedarville·college, Malone College, Mount
Vernon Nazarene College, Ohio
Dominican College, The University ofRio Grande, Tiffin University, Walsh University, Geneva
College(PA), St. Vincent
College(PA), and Notre Dame
College of Ohio. Wilberforce
University, Point Park
College(PA), and Seton Hill
College(PA) begin a full
cnference shcedule in the fall of
1999.

1

3. Aldeson-Broaddes 58
4. Shawnee State 85
5. Bluefield NS
6. Fairmont NS

Women
8. Bethany Ashworh 25: 19
15. Rachael Hammond 29:28
19. Sarah Preston 32:57 ·
- Sarah Mcclanahan 35:21 *
- Andrea Neely 35:32*
21. Valerie Maynard 35:47
22. Sandy Ferrell 38:07
DNF Laura Nichols

Thanks Scioto County for Voting Us #1

Larry Moore Sporting ·G oods
rs

· 304 Chillicothe Street
353-1917
For ALL your sporting good needs-Trophies & Plaques - Monogramming - T-Shirts - Uniforms - Screenprinting - Lettering
We also do Greek printing
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"West Side Story" kicks
off VRCFA season

"Dracula" to fly into Vern
Riffe Center For The Arts

Rebet:ca Martin
UCReporter

Tickets are now on sale at the
Vern Riffe Center's McKinley
Box Office for Shawnee State
University Theater's exciting fall
production of "Dracula", adapted
for the stage by American playwright Steven Dietz. This 1995
version of Bram Stoker's novel
is fast-paced and cinematic in
style, yet captures the gothic
sensuality, romance and horror of
his original story.
Two professional actors are
featured in "Dracula": Peter
Galipeau portrays madman
Renfield, while Taylor Hayes
plays the role of Professor Van
Helsing. Galipeau, of New York,
is excited to work with SSU
students, and intrigued with the
role of Renfeld. In a telephone
interview he stated, "It's a
challenge to create an insane,
bug-eating character who is not
ridiculous, but frightening.
Although Renfield is the play's
comic relief, his terror underlies
the mounting terror of the audience." Hayes, who will develop
a Dutch accent for his character,
said, ''I'm delighted to be working on this production. Dracula is

The Vern Riffe Center for the
Arts brought Jeriko Entertainment, a traveling acting troupe
from New York to Portsmouth
for a production of West Side
Story. The show was West Side
Story at its best with eyecatching costumes and superb
acting and singing. West Side
Story is based on Shakespeare's
classic Romeo and Juliet. The
story, written by Arthur Laurents
with music by Leonard Bernstein
and lyrics by Steven Sondheim,
traces the developing love story
of Tony and Maria (played by
Jeremy Koch and Denene
Mulay), twoteenagerscaughton
opposing sides of a race related
gang war. Maria is a young girl
who's been brought from Puerto

Rico to New York to marry
Chino (Saul Ibarra), a young
Puerto Rican boy; She falls in
love with Tony, a white boy and
a member of the opposing gang.
Tony and Maria set out to stop a
rumble that's occurring between
the Sharks, the ~erto Rican gang
led by Maria's1>rother Bernardo
(Enrique Acevedo), and the Jets,
the white boy gang led by Tony's
best friend Riff (Shane Rhoades).
The rumble occurs, against their
wishes with tragic consequenses
for all involved. The production
had everything that makes West
Side Story "the musical by which
all others are measured." The
colorful costumes brought the
actors to the foreground of the
sets. The singing and dancing
were excellent. Each cast
membercanied a high amount of
energy which helped to envelop
the audience in the story.

After the show, several casr
members took a few minutes to
talk about the show. Jeff
Applegate ( who played Diesel),
explained about the difficulties
of working in a traveling production. He commented on the high
energy level ofall actors involved,
which made the show fun. Omar
D. Brancato (A-Rab) also
mentioned the high energy of the
cast Touring in a production such
as West Side Story is grueling
work, with yery little rest in
between shows. Jeremy Koch
and Denene Murray (Tony and
Maria) are engaged to be
married in May 1999. Overall,
the show was very artistically
done, with a lot ofhelp backstage
by-Shawnee State students and
area high school students. If you
missed West Side Story, you
missed a good show. Try not to
miss the next show.

suchgreatfun!"
"Dracula" has layers-0fdesign
and technical elements from
beautiful costumes and sets to
special effects, multiple sound
cues and music. SSU painting
instructor and artist Todd
Reynolds is designing Dracula's
full stage sets, Leo Schlosser
will design the special lighting
effects, and Christine Nance
is coordinating the Victorian
era costumes. A "Dracula"
underscore, composed by
Minnesotan Roberta Carlson,
heightens audience suspense.
Equity guest artists Galipeau
and Hayes lead a cast of
community and SSU students
with Ashley Sumpter as Lucy,
Jennifer Igou as Mina, Michael
Stapleton as Harker, Medina,
Ohio native Matthew Shanafelt
as Dr. Seward, and Kenny
McGuire as Count Dracula.
Additional cast members are
Amanda Campbell, Jimmy
Tudor, Shaun Umland, Amanda
Hayes, Jacqueline Hines,
Rebecca Martin, Katie Burton,
and Dave Edwards. The production stage manager is Jynx

Jenkips, assisted by stag
managers David Lane an
Michael Malinovsky. Speciai
effects artists are Aaron Garre~
and Josh Hughes, and Dracula'i
sound engineer is Brad Be
SSU Professor Vivian Mason wiJj
direct.

Performances will be helCi
Friday and Saturday evenings
October 30 and 31, 1998, a
8:00 PM in the Main Theater o
the Vern Riffe Center for the
Arts. Ticket prices are $6 fo
students, seniors, and active-du
military personnel, $8 for adults
All tickets are reserved seating
"Dracula" is suggested for higti
school ages and above due to
mature themes and situations
as well as staged blood an
horror effects, which may shoe ·
or frighten children. There
is no offensive language in the
production. "Dracula" is sup
ported in part by a grant from
Shawnee State Universit)l
Development Foundation.
For ticket information o
reservations, call the McKinle)l
Box Office at 355-2600.
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Oct 1S
Nov 3
Nov 12
Nov 16

Campus Safety Guidelines
Coping with Test Anxiety
Learning to Manage Time
Managing Stress Effectively

All Workshops are held 4-5 pm in Student
Affairs Conference Room.
,

Presented by the Office of Counseling
and Psychological Services.
355-2539

--

* - Held in the President's Conference Room

PARAMOUNT BEAU1Y-ACADEMY
CCinic P{oor ·
Services performed by student under licensed instructor

PERMS .. . $23.00 & UP
HAIRCUTS ... $5.00
FREE HAIRCUT WITH PERM
• HAIR DESIGN & MAKEUP
• WAVING
• MANICURES/PEDICURES
• EYELASH & EYEBROW
• RELAXERS
llNTIJ\IG
Mon. - Fri. 9:30 - 4:00
Sat. 8:30 - 4:00

1

l

1
I

Js
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ff while

917 Gallia Street, Portsmouth
(614) 353-2436

-

we are pleased to serve you with
stories and feat~res regarding students and campus life, we must stress that the advertising dollar is the
} key to a regularly published, quality newspaper. As
! with larger college newspapers, we are striving to run
the Chronicle on ad sales rather than budgeted university funding. Our advertising prices are available and
can be given to any person or organization seeking ad
space with the University Chronicle. Campus clubs
and organizations will be charged spec~alJy redl,lc.e dprices.
· -· ··

!

Thank you,
Robyn Lemaster
UC I Editor-in-Chief

SSU Library
Hours
Far uaur Picadem\c Compuhng rleeds
LOCATED IN THE LOWER LEVEL OF MASSIE HALL

manoay - Ttiursoay _
frioay

B:flfl am - 8:flfl plil
B:flfl am - 5:iH'.I pm

l1iil Electronic Mail Accounts
l1iil Academic Accounts
l1iil Dial-Up Internet Accounts
Stop by to sign up for an account or if you have any other
questions or computing needs or just to say hello!!

E-mR::.. - request ,0.shawnee.edu
Off campus: 355-2538 • On campus: ext. 2847

-

FALL QUARTER 1998
Se12t 14. 1228 - Nov. 31. 1298

MON
THUR
FRIDAY
SATURDAY
SUNDAY

8:00
8:00
10:00
12:00

a.m.

a.m.
a.m.

p.m.

-

10:00
5:00
6:00
- 8:00

-

-

p.m. *

p.m.

p.m.
p.m.

* During the last week of classes and finals week (Nov. 23-3 l ),

the Library will stay open unitl 12:00 a.m. on Monday through

Thursday. All other times will remain the same.
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USA Today scholarship
opportunity
For the 10th consecutive year,
USA Today is searching for the
best undergraduate students in
the nation to be honored on the
AU-:-USA College Academic
Team. Because this is the 10th
anniversary of the College
Academic Team, the celebration
will include some special events.
'The 20 students selected for
'"the 1999 First Team will earn a
three-day weekend in Washing{ton, D.C., in which they will:
Join a public conversation with
officials of.the nation's universi··ties on the condition of undergraduate education.
Tour the nation's only national
news museum.

to describe that outstanding endeavor in his/her own words.
First Teams for a celebration of They will not read an author's
work, see an artists painting, or
academic excellence.
Receive a trophy and a $2500 hear a composer's music. They
will rely solely on the student's
cash award.
ability to describe the effort in
The 60 students named to the · writing, supplemented by recomFirst, Second, and Third Teams mendations from the nominating
will have their achievements de- professor and up to three other
scribed to the world in a special persons of the nominee's choice.
Up to three persons may be
sectionofUSA Today to be pubnominated for this award from
lished on Thursday, February
Shawnee State University. I urge
25, 1999.
Any full-time undergraduate anyone who is interested to
student is eligible. Akey element please contact Robyn Lemaster
given most weight by the judges at ext. 2278 or by email at
will be a student's outstanding rl 1lemaster@s)1awnee.edu.
original academic or intellectual Nominations must be postproduct. The judges will be in- marked by Monday, November
fluenced by the student's ability 30.
Gather with representatives of

the nine past All-USA Academic

We're looking for a few

t; The ultimate laser experience
in coming to Shawnee State!!!
That's right The Ultimate Lazer
Arena is coming to the Univer~ity Center on October 20th.
'from 6:00pm-10:00pm.
.
This is the latest in state-ofthe-art laser technology! NO

Vests - NO Helmets- NO Power
Packs or Belt Packs to wear it's all in the laser ~n! This total
freedom arena produces the
fastest moving laser experience
ever!!
The laser guns built-in audio
system delivers a continuous flow

_<Jctober 5 - November 15, 1998

Better Ingredients.
Better Pizza.

PAPA'S

CHOICE™
Pick Up To Five Toppings

On A LARGE Pizza

[E)[!l[w[fil[IDIE)

This article will Describe some DC the Web pages wou cari eMplDre Di'I the World Wide Web.
Stop bw the ~riternet [:ale arid "Go au 1wer the world."

http://thegist.com/tv/homepago'
Net-heads and couch potatoes unite! The Gist is the firSt comprehensive TV and Internet entertainment
guide to air on the Net. With just a single click on your mouse, you can find enough content to fritter
·
, ,
awayyourentirelife!
http://shareware.com/
Buried deep within the Registry lies the ability to control many aspects ofWmdows 95. It's a tempting
place to venture. but exercise extreme caution when making changes there. A safer alternative would be
to use Wmdows Administrator, a program that lets you customize Wmdows 95 by offering y9u direct
access to tons ofsystem settings that are otherwise available only through the Registry. The program lets
you manipulate the desktop, user settings, system configuration, and Explorer shell options from art
interface that's neatly organized ~nto logical animated menus. At the Search window type: Window~
Administrator

.II

. The Ultimate LAZER ARENA

'''

with @[]

(1'~

The Women's Network - From baby names, working from home, careers, fitness & beauty, foocl, an&
money, features for every woman.
,

while promoting safer sex.
agency representatives. The Events such as Condom Awarecommittee meets from Septem- ness Day, AIDS Awareness Day,
ber to May of each year, usually and Safer Sex Workshops are
about once a month. Its purpose .just a few of the programs this
is to develop and implement committee sponsors each year.
If you would like to join the
education/prevention programs
or events on campus aimed Committee, or might have some
at increasing the campus interest but need more informacommunity's awareness ofAIDS tion, please feel free to contact
and sexually transmitted diseases Mike Hughes at 355-2539.

JS
. CQJn.ttlQ
. ·~·. .
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http://www.ivillage.com/

1)ood members
The SSU Aids Education
~mmittee is currently recruiting
«additional members for the
·commttee this year. N.ew
members with new ideas are
very important to the creative
process.
This committee is composed
tt>f faculty, administrators, support
staff, students, and community

H

http://www.thedailyapple.com/

...

"An apple·a day keeps he doctor away" The state of medicine has evolved enormously since an apple
a day was the best prevention to be found. However, the wisdom behind the proverb still stands
today. The Daily Apple was founded by Dr. Roy E. ra1mer with the specific intention of providi,:ig eas~
and free access to the best medical infonnation available for the greatest number of consumers possible.
Everything they provide is 100% free. The Daily Apple remains impartial and unbiased.

l

http://audionet.com/

With 50,000 hours of weekly programming, including play-by-play broad~asts of 350 sports team~
360 live radio and TV stations, and a jukebox with more than 2,100 CD's, the danger of Audionet.com
is that you may never leave the house again!
http://www.builder.com/

'•

of information throughout the
game -when you're hit, the whole
gun vibr~tes in your hands! The
burned-out wreck of a huge
space station becomes your
playing field. You'll enjoy
exciting, new features, such as:
Digital Sound, Fog & Strobe
Lights. Unlimited Shots, rapidfire Shots. even a Bomb Feature!
You can even interact with the
system as well as other layers by
shooting Bonus targets for Extra
Points - but, watch out, They fire
. back!! And, even if you choose
not to play, you can still watch all
the exciting action on a largescreen monitors!
This is one state-of-the-art
sensation you don't want to miss!
So plan to be at the University
Center on October 20th,
Halloween Carnival, 6-1 Opm.
The Ultimate Lazer Arena -It's
so real you can feel the heat!
The Ultimate Lazer Arena is
brought to by Student Activities.

-;;i

Everybody hates a slow Web site, so_BUILDER.COM presents 25 quick and easy ways to make yours
run faster. From graphics tips to IITML tweaks, from overall improvements to special hints that require
·
special equipment, you'll find the information you need t<? avoid unnecessary slow-downs.
hnp://www.download.com/
Let's say ~ou just found something cool while surfing the web, arid you want to share it with a friend,
your fanuly, a coworker. whomever. You could just zap off a URL, but what if the Webmaster for the
site in question makes some changes before your friends get there? That precious information will be
gone forever. Instead, use Zip Up The Web to zip W,eb pages and store them on you hard drive as selfextracting (EXE) files. Then just send or restore the preserved pages in a click. At the search window
type: Zip Up The Web

Coming Next
Issue:
Full Coverage
of Fall
Intramural
Sports

SSU's International Relations Club
Presents

WORLD POPULATION AWARENESS
WEEK
October 26 - 30

National Security Education Program

Please loin

Us

NSEP

In the

Scholarships for Study Ahroad

Following

Activitiesu.

Why Study Abroad?
International experience is crucial to a competitive resume. You need skills to
work in the global arena. NSEP provides opportunities for Americans to study
in regions critical to U.S. national interests (excluding Western Europe, Canada,
Australia and New Zealand). Award amounts are up to a maximum of$8,000
per semester or $16,000 per academic year.
You must be a U.S. citi:u:n and enrolled as an undergraduate at a U.S. university,
college or community college. Scholarships arc for study in Summer•~.
Fall '99 and/or Spring '00. For applications, contact your NSEP Campus
Representative or the NSEP office at tel: (800) 618-NSEP, e-mail: nsep@iie.org.
· Deadline: February 8, 1999.
·
National Security Education Program
Undergraduate Scholarships
Institute of International Education
1400KStreet,NW, Washington,D:C. 20005
c:all (800) 618-NSEP or (202) 326-7697
e-mail: nsep@jie.org
See our website at: www.iie.org/,uep

Activities
Population Awareness Booth
TMIClay, October 27 and Tln1nday, October 29. 12-2 p.m.
Location- Univasity Center

Thursday, October 29, 1998
Presentations

10 - 11 a.m. Massie Hall Room 203

,

· ·

1.) 10:00
Observations on the Relewrnce ofthe Demographic
1't"'8tnon ModelJo, T~ '1 Deyeloping CQUl'ltrtes. Presented by
N.. ..._,, "-"'-'·
'
•
·i •. •·J.;11":\
···, .&~-f &,QA.
.
2.) 11:00 a.m. World POJllllation: Cairo - 5 Accomplishments and
Failures. Presented by Dr. StyJianos HadjiyBDDis.
'

·"·

.

Oct 12, /99B
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Visit the "Scary Table" all week for fun, games, and prizes!! ·
Most activities start at 7:·30 AM and run until 6:00 PM in the UC
Monday, October19
.
•Pumkin Hunt (one day only) ..... find little pumpkins all around campus and turn them in for
cool prizes and possible free tickets to the costume ball.
:
•CLUE begins (must register to play)......... ,.,. .. Dave Edwards hc!S been MURDERED!!! A $100
prize will be given to whomever can uncover the murderer's identity with the help of various
"c,Jues" throughout the week. Good luck/I ...... Don_ 't forget to pick up your specially made de~
tectivepacks!!
·
• Registration for Pumpkin Carving and Haunted Housing
I

ITuesday, October 20

·
.
1
:• Ghost messages (all week)........... Ever ~ent a "ghost" to a friend?? No, really! Send a coded,
secret message to one (or all) ofyour friends.. They'll have to figure the message out with our
!secret decoder and thank you for the sweet treat!
•Annual Halloween Carnival (6.~00 PM-10:00 PM in the UC).... Featuring "Laser Tag.. '~ Come
:and visit the many booths with games and prizes and all sorts of fun stuff. Dress up th'!
children ( andyourself'). Everyone is welcome.......... don't miss out on this!!!
·
·
,

'

:

Wednesday, October 21
.
·. ·
.•Mystery Goo Day (one day only)......... Jt's green, It's gooey, It's coming!!!!!!! See if you can
figure out what it's made of! Or. ...just come and make some yourself!! All day in the UC.
i
Thursday, October 22
_
·· . •
LJ
t
d LJ
•
I I
•
. ·t
LJ .
...
LJ
t
d????? /IA
,,.
?? IAi. '''I·•· , ..,
':,Lb
• ,--,aun e . ,--,ous1ng ...................... L'n1vers1 r:y ,--,ous1ng 1s ,--,aun e ......... ,r,ayue......... ..... ·.. rr~ ,. s_ee wr,
can make the best haunted hou_se out of al/the competitors.. Winners will receive a free pizz~
party!!
;
I

•

I

On October 29 starting at 6:00 PM you will be allowed to "Trick-or-Trea(" with the kids ani:f
view these spooky, haunted, residential houses!! BEWARE!!

Friday, October 23
.
·
·
•Pumpkin Carving Contest............. How spooky or funny can you make your pumpkin look???
Got a talent for art?? Or think you can dress a pumpkin like Mr. Potato Head?.... Well, gef
involved with this.. Prizes will be given to many winners and participants!!
\
• The Costume Ball (admission $1 with valid SSU ID)...... The event we've all been preparing fol;
It'll be fun, it'll be scary. And.........you won't recognize ANYONE!!! What's on the menu?? Choco1r,
late armpit hairs, crusty belly button cookies, hairy mole treats, used earwax swabs, ant:!
black "Witches Brew"punch... no, we 're not kidding. We dare you to try it, anp ~e encourag
you to join in on all the fun!!

flRq -~o,.u .s.<;ARq1J?????.MA•Y11q -~o,.u .s11.o..u1-1J 11q.... A1-1- A<;.r1.v.1.r,1Q.s ~!'.O.!V.~o.R~t;)
P·Y .T f/q PF.F.J<;q _o,,F .S.r.u1JE.7v.r fl<;.r,1.v1.r1Q.s. A!Yt;) _
o,.r11q,R A.F.F.11-lA.rqt;) PRf:AHl~A lions
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Free Movie .

. '98

"City of Angels"

Starring Meg Ryan and Nicholas Cage
Monday, October 12 7:00 pm
University Center

Line Dancing Lessons ·

Wednesday, October 14 8:00 pm University Center
Free.Event · ·.
1

Cinema Night

Friday, October 16 11 :45 pm
Wheelersburg Cinema Tickets are $2
'~re you afraid? Maybe you should be!''

Don't Miss
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October 19-23!!
Mysteries, murders, the
. \ \\
University Center
Halloween Carnival,
and tons of fun await you!
'

Be

V.ERY. SCARED!!
6
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SPONSORED
BY THE

OFFICE
OF
STUDENT
ACTIVITIES
.
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